Fact Sheet: TUI BLUE Nam Hoi An
Opening

March 2020

Category

5 stars

Target group

For All

Rooms

318

Beds

684

F&B

TUI BLUE Nam Hoi An offers a comprehensive, healthy breakfast
buffet with smoothies and freshly squeezed juices.
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As in all TUI Blue hotels, the three restaurants featuring indoor and
outdoor seating, and the Pool Snack Bar offer the guests a
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selection of healthy options, either at the buffet or à la carte.

www.tuigroup.com

Cocktails are served in each of the three bars. The Pool Snack Bar
offers beverages and snacks such as sandwiches, burgers and
salads. The Beach Bar serves BBQs dinners.
Sports

Guests staying at TUI BLUE Nam Hoi An can take part in the daily

programme

BLUEf!t programme free of charge. BLUEf!t® combines several
elements into a holistic concept for sports, nutrition and relaxation
and thus enables a training tailored to the individual needs.
In the fitness area, the guests can work out at cardio and strength
training sessions, using numerous machines and weights. They can
also take part in yoga, tennis and outdoor group fitness activities.
Moreover, the guests can book water sports activities such as
sailing, surfing and kiting for a charge.

Pool and beach

TUI BLUE Nam Hoi An has three outdoor pools: A relax pool, an
activity and a kids’ pool.
The hotel is situated directly on the fine sandy, gently sloping Tam
Tien Beach. The guests can rent daybeds on the beach (optionally
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with an F&B service).
Spa

Guests staying at TUI BLUE Nam Hoi An can use the non-nude
sauna and the non-nude steam room free of charge. The sauna and
steam room are separated for women and men.

Childcare

The hotel has an indoor and outdoor kids playing area. There is
daily supervision for children of all ages (no age groups). The
guests can also book a babysitter for a fee.

Location

The hotel is situated around 15 km from Tam Ky rail station. Da
Nang Airport is 85 km away, and Chu Lai Airport is 39 km away.
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Surroundings

The hotel is located 15 km from Tam Ky, the nearest town and the
capital of Quàng Nam Province on the south-eastern coast of
Vietnam. Hoi An with its well-preserved ancient town (UNESCO
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World Heritage Site) and its numerous canals is approx. 52 km
away. Da Nang, a large city in Central Vietnam, is 80 km away.

For more detailed information as well as pictures, please go to www.tui-group.com
About TUI Blue
With its new lifestyle hotel brand TUI Blue, TUI Group is driving growth in the hotel segment
further ahead. With its brand claim “Explore the more”, TUI Blue blends the best of a first-class
hotel package experience with individual travel. The hallmarks of the hotels are regional
architecture, cutting-edge technology design and the innovative Bluefit concept for fitness,
nutrition and wellness. The hotel’s high-quality offerings are complemented by individual
experience modules. The first hotel brand in TUI’s Hotels & Resorts portfolio to place the
experience at the core focuses on authentic holiday encounters with the surrounding region.
The Managing Directors of the hotel brand are Artur Gerber and Jano Martin.
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